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TEACHING_CHILDREN HOW TO' SPELL
has.three Major Steps.

1. A readiness or pre-writing stage.

, 2. Teaching the principle of alphabetic
writing.

Teaching the spelling patterns of
written English. lc

Pre-Writing

Children learn two concepts. ., They be-
come aware of words and sense what a word
is,. They become aware of -the similarities
and differences between spoken English and
written English.

--The' Concept of a Word

Young children do not know what a word
They confuse phrases, syllables, and

worqs, "How, are you?" or "Good morning, "
if spois_en as we normally say them sound
like one word or three syllables. There is
nothing in the speech thaUndicates the sep-
aration into words. Children need to work
Orally until they develop an intuitive aware-,
ness Of Words. The children and tegialier
chant daily rhythmic and repetitive Unguage.
They chant.poetry, nursery rhymes, rhym-
ing stories, and cumulative stories, and
stories with repetitive choruses. The
teacher calls attention to words as words
and has children respond to the rhythm of
language by clapping hands, snapping fin-
gers, etc. This practice is carried out
throughout the elementary grades':

Almostiall children respOnd to the dif--
encee in \spoken language. They can pick_ _

up the cup, Risk up the_cap,.or pick
cat, if_shown several plastic objects and=, \-
asked-to do sO. _They do this in beginning\
kindergarten almost without failure. Th6Y
deinonstrate clearly-that they ha ,. arned
o discriminate the one significant sound dif-

.f-.rence in each direction, the difference of
medial short vowel sounds of ending con-

.

\
Isonants.,

HoWever, in order to spell, children need
to reco-1 ize the similaritieS within bur spoken
langua they must discern that some words
begin th same way,- that some words end the
same w y, and that'some have similar mid-
dles., is awareness gradually leads chil-
drentO derstand that-dur Spoken language
consist of a fairly smallI number of sounds,
sounds at we repeat andirepeat in various
combin tions to make millions of words.
Without this understanding, the concept of
alPhabe ic writing is nOt lkely to be under-

'stool.

Alphabetic WI-Mil&

- Any written language is alphabetic if the
sounds of the oral language are represented
.by letters in some consistent .way... Written
English is alphabetic. However, the Roman--
alphabet that was' invented fer writing iatin
djoes not have enbugh letters to refiresLnt the
f rty plus sounds of spoken English without
sing a letter to represent more than one
ound or the use of two letters to represent

one sound. This lack of letters prevents writ-
en Englieh from, having a one-th-one relation

ship between letter and sound so that the al-
phabetic nature of written English is obscured
'and Very difficult to discern. Further, 'the
changes in speech, in dialects, that have oc-
curred since standard spelling evolved4 and
the adoption of many foreign words into Eng-
lish as.spelled in the foreign language have
made written English seem non-phonetic or
non-alphabetic. Still further, our most com-
monly used words in .speech and those most
necessary for reading and writing areosome-
what irregular phonetic spellings, if we con-
sider how they are spoken in normal con-



versation. The word to is pronounce
same as the word two, it we are rea
from a spelling list, but in the sentence I
went to two-stores, the pronunciationsre
niarkedlY-different. Of IS:Proneunced ov,
is is pronounced lz, eaid is pronounced sed,
etc. It is inevitable that-some children will
be unable to recognize the alphabetic nature
of written English if we insist upon correct
spelling whenever they wrife. Without an
1.inderstanding of the alphabetic nature of

\written English it is unlikely that a ch,ild
an ever learn to spell acceptably.

Watch the mouth of a grade one child
who is trying to write. His mouth is the
busiest part as he tries to spell a word by
himself. Children use their months -to feel
sounds as they try to record them. Chil-
dren can feel consonants within their
mouths. Many children learn-to feel sounds
before they learn to.heal them. They learn

, to feel the consonant sounds long before they
are consciously aware of vowel sounds.
Vowel sounds-are extremely difficult to
feel; they are indistinct; they mostly feel
the same. Consequently, vowel gounds are
much more difficult to learn.

Beg1nnlnR -the Teaching of Phonics

We consider phonics a spelling skill
'used when vi.;,ifiting, so we begin phonics by
beginning spelling and writing. We teach
the children five or six consonants.
multaneously we teach:s

1. the name of the lettoi

2 the sound the letter represen s

3. the way the letter I written

4. the way the phoneme is made within
the mouth, the way it fools.

aware of the incorrectness of isolating con-
sonant sounds. ,We are-aware that-it-cannot
be done, but-Are are also aware, of the-dangers
of not doing so,_ and-the Problems enco-untered
if all e6rig-onaKcioaacts are coinThined with
vowel sonnds in order to maintain correct-
nese. The isolation of.a sound in the be
ning teaching is a momentary device to get
children:to hear and feel the consonants
within spoken langnagc. The sounds are used
immediately within Words and are pradliced
'thereafter as parts of words that a child is
writing in a message.)

Children are provided with small chalk--
boards, appreximately 12"x 18", on which
they learn to write the 'letter as they say its
name and its sound. This is-the first step in
teaching the alphabetic principle, and the
first sten.in developlOg the skill of spelling,
getting children to understand-that if they hear
or feel a sound when they say a wOrd that the
sound is represented by a letter. Initially a
one-sound one-letter relationship is main-
tained to make it easy for the child to sense
the.no.ture of alphabetic spelling.

The second step in the-skill of spelling is
developing the understanding that spelling re-
quires the sequencing of ihe sounds within a
word. To begin this skill the teacher has the
chtldren draw two short lines on their chalk-
boards:

We have taught m, 12., L A, and t success-
fully as the first five. These tionsonants
are used frequently and they are made quite
differently within the mouth. Except for
these two guides, the selection is arbitrary.

(It should be mentioned that we can dis-
cern no "right" way to teach phonics; there
seerns to be no one right way. We are

The teaoher dictates a word. E. C111L:arjay_QB2. The children
Muet learn/CO spen mem own spetah, Bo the
teacher, in teaching spelling,- must say each
word only once for children.- Each word that
the teaoher dictates either begins or ends with
an /m/. (We use the slashes to indicate the
sound represented by the letter m.) The chil-
dren are taught to write m in the first space
if they feel or hear an /m/ at the beginning,
or to 1r/rite an .La in the last space if they feel
an An/ at the end. acher dictates 8 to
10 w9rds on the first d , 8 to 10 different
words on the second day and 8 to 10 different
words on the third day. he teacher may hold
up pictures, ask the child en to identify the

4
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picture and to determine-.if- they hear ,fm,/
This entirely eliminates thejteacher's say-.

n -,z of the mord.

Each -new letter is developed in the same
Way, but as new sounds are added, both the
old and the new sounds are ;practiced daily
on the chalkboards. The teacher will
usually dictate monosyllabic words, but a
sprinkling of polysyllabic words begins the
noti6n that children can-spell lirg wprds,

e, -and begins themotion that big words
are no harder to spell- than-little words.
Once the teacher ha intrpduced five con-
sonants, a matter of twe to four weeks, -all
five consonants are -,practiced every day by
dictating such words as boat, seem; foam.

surf, moss, team, and fib. Once
children have the two line notion and the-
be.ginning and ending concept fairly well
learned; the teacher eliminates the'two
lines and challenges ,the pupils to listen for

/b/, /f/, /s/, or /t/ in wqrds like
stab, blast, fast, staff, stuff, bats, bets,
must, muffs, etc. , having the children
write three letters in sequence. The teacher

ould not be su6rised if a few children
be!,in to add corr6et letters such as the I in
blast that have not been taught. Caildren do
this once they havdiscerned the alphabetic
principle and the fact that most letters have
their sounds within their names. In doing
this combined dictation children are prac-
ticing and reviewjng all the letters thatNhave
been taught and are thereby learning the
*bund-synybol relationships and the se-
quencing of letter sounds.

The adding of a vowel, cannot'be post-
poned much longer so We teach shorta in
initial position.following the same steps
used for teaching a consonant, except that
short /a/ does not exist in final position.
We dictate am, at, ask, etp. We
move almost immediately into m-edial po--
sition and dictate -many monosyllabic words
which they,ean now write completely, fat,
batik sat, tat,' mat, sarn, tam, fast, mast,
aft, stab, and word's like staff in which Ole
child spells staf. /Consbnant blehds are ;not
mentiontd as blends; they aremerejy taught
as sound-sequences. We find that children'

handle them-quite naturally,if the teacher says
,a word once:, has the children repeat the word
and then asks the children wl-rat sound they
feel.first,-what_next, what next., -If- the child--
writes sb When trying to write stab, he is
merely told that he left something out of the
Middle, and that he sheruld say it again-and
listen. H he Writes 'sab, he- is told he left
something out; etc. If he writes satb, he is
täld that he has the right letters but that some-
thing is out of orddr, and he is led to coircei--_
bi\s sequencing. An integral part of teaching
spelling is the correcting of mistakes as they.
ooeur, so that mistakes are not practiced.

1

, With the introduction of the first short
owel, the children's writing on the chalk-'

boards takes on a different form. The chil-'
drep are taught to rovghly bisect their- chalk-
boards into four equal-rectangles _with their

,chalk.

The teacher dictates four words, saying
each word onde, and making sure that the
child has recorded the word aS correctly as
can be demanded.: To erase the words, one
child is asked to read one of the words, and
all the children find the word on their chalk-
boards and erase it; then a second child rieads
one of the remaining three words orally and
all erase it, -etc. , so that children get pi-ac-
tice in writing, spelling, and finally word
identification.

.Additional consonants and short vowels
are added in the same way. Long vowels are
introduced differently and treated as spelling

,patterns: The teaching of spelling is de-
scribed in this paper as a- somewhat isOlated.
subject. However, spelling is a .Skill for .42writing as a !Sart of. a communid_ program
in which children are expected to. rite at
least one message every day. Children are
expected to write as independently as pos-
sible._1 '.

1 See Mcdracken, R. A. and M. J. McCracken, READING-IS ONLY THE ,TIGER'S TAILi-

sWing Press, San Raid. e, California, 11972, .for a description of one such prOgram.



If children`are -taught to spell and if .they
are required 'to write everyday, they learn
to express themselves fluently -and in con-
siderable length. Some.pupils
very easy and makefew elrors; othereibie
spelling correctly rather hard,- butthey..
write just a's extensively and their inessages
are equally interesting.

The following paper is-typical in length ,
and in.the kinds of spelling errors made in
grade one after five to six months-of teach-
ing. 2 The paper is from a child labeled as
disadyantaged according to Federal .guide-
lines of poveriy. The writing is ih response
to oral work within the theme My-Self, asn

Ichildren haveThseussed what different parts
of their body can do.- The sample is one
day's writing. (The undeidining is ours to
indicate the misspellings.)

My legs can 'elk a ball and
do a daes.

My legs

legs can

can walk me to the store

My I gs can duve a cor andspot the base

My legs can --un home and play with me

My legs can wolk me home and play out
baek

My legs can juom roo and hop

My hands can do sorde house wrok

My hands can pic flowers and pretty
flowers to

My hands can do pretty loathing

My hands can bons a ball and nit

My hands can pat a god and

Aly hands can play with my _od.

,The child has written-twelve sentences
usinga total of 101 running word,s. He
spaced between words-consistently, in-

2 From the grade one Follme-Through clas
Elementary School, Clar Lake, Washington.
District and is a participant in the- Washington
through the Center for Teaching and Learnitik,

dicating that he knows what a word is. He
has spelled 85 of the running wordS eor-
"reedy-. He canread his own writineas can
any adult With a'little practice. The errorS

- are of reasmiably good quality.
,Kick spelled cik indicates that the use o

kls not yet learned_as 11c/ usually being-
k before 1,,and the k for rEk is a-. spellingpat-
tern1not yet known. Neither of these spelling
principles or, patterns had beeh.tkugllt, and it
is unlikely that they will be taugart before
grade two.- Daes for dance-is more wor;i7
some because the in/,is tint represented at .
all. . The two vowels ae ini'dance and later in
back (baek) are a little'rnore:worrisome. We
woult1 prefer das or bak as a betterquality.
error. The gie may have occurredbecaLse.
the-child'has =consciously noted 'vowel di-
graphs in books that he has read; it may be
that someone.has corrected his.ispelling so

rect without understanding anylhing about
g7albnce :lg_d-

(jump, painting, and dog) all indicate that the
child has not mastered the sequencing of ,

sound, and these errors should be corrected
as the teacher circulates as the children
write or as the children read their writing to
the teacher. Rit, oic, bons, roo, and-cor
(write, -pick, bounce; rope and car) are good
quality errors and indicate that the child is
practicing as much as he s been taught.
These errors'would not be corrected at this
time. They would be the basis for later les-

. sons in spelling. Despite these errors the-
child has demonstrated that he has a. yeasonable
grasp of the alphabetic principle. (He is 84%
correct in his spelling of_ the, running Words.)

-7

Teachinge Patterns

Once children liave demenstrated by their
independent writing that they 'have sensed the
alphabetic principle, they are ready to learn
some of the-common Spelling-patterns of writ-
ten English. We IDegin with any simple one
that seems to be interfering with standard
spelling and move-on to incite S'ophistleated
pattern's in grades two, threer'four and

s taught by Airs. Jan Mahaffie in Clear Lake
Clear Lake is part of the Sedro-Woolley School
Triad Follow-Throug,h Prouam.sponsored
University of North Dakota.
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up. The us_ e of the lettr W.-represent
long /e/ t ifr Short /il) en the end of words
such ds.c=dy, milki, /Silky, ete. , might
be a first_ohej The .uee of s-te represent
both /s/ and /z/ on the end of words;id make
them pldral iS one of the Rot taught.

*-

Long vowels are/ tau -_ t .as ;spelling pat-
terns with children learning the most corn-

.mon fqxms. They learn that nveaning affects
spelling so that long vowel patterns just have
to be looked up and' lea'rned: Common pa - ,
terns ouch as tiondare tught and practiced
in grade three and above. ':Ifhey are ttau
and practiced by./Ithe teacher dictating e ght
words a day, fotir at a time on a chalkLbard
as noted previoosly. (We-keep ehipha izing
the chalkboardS; we see greater succ ss
when the chalkboard work is maintai ed for
dictation, even though the children a e work-
ing freely with pencil or pen upon p per.)
The teacher, dictates a different.se of eight
tion-wordseach day for ten days, and then
the children search as the- ead or /shun/
not spelled tion. They work tog her to note
any spelling rule that they migh form to
determine when to use tion, si cean, etc.
If they can discern no rule, th evert to
the generaliiation that /shun/ is most fre-
quently tion but if they want to be sure,
-they either_have to know or look it up.

-In dictating tion-word the teacher-
might dictate,.

riqtion
potion
notation
promotion f
lOtion
premonition
election
predic

motion
mention
demonstration
fdrmatinn
information
rotaticin
explanation
locatiOn

transpertation
section
plantation
meditatiop
reflectio.$
correcti6h
sensatio
copdensation

etc.

Obviously While the chil n are learning
tibn they are practicing syllathc spelling, the
letter-sound relationships, and Ale sequenc-
ing of sounds that they have previously
learned.:

Practice

The key to a chiles understanding and
learning is hiS applying what Ice has been

.N

L. To learn-to spell, a Child writes
daily beeause he has- bomePing to record.that
he wantsIo remember.br because he has
somethin.g he wants tc-A, say., He write&sen-,
tences and &toxic s independently 'and applies
hi dpelling abilities in a meaningful-context.

n a Child writes independently,_ he -spells
as well as he is able tOor This poses the
problem oi what is correct spelling..

, 0

Spelling-is perhaps the only skill area. in
-which we routinely- expect a child to perform
instantly with-perfection at levels well beyond_
what he has-been taught. We-accept a chuldTs
first baby talk; we expect a child to fall-when .
he,learns 'to walk; we' teach a child_to add

...sums to teh and never consider rgtiuiring him
to do two column addition or division, tmtil he-
has practiced simple addition to the point of
mastery and then been t'aught some more.
For some reason we expect a child's-first
spelling to iv correct,.and we expect his
first writing to be spelled correctly. .If a
child is to learn in spell (not just learn to
write words correctly) then he must he al-
lowed to practice what he,has been tau and
we ipust demand and acee'pt spellin is as
correct as can be expected as the-child writes
independently.

A. grade one child,wants to write We went .
on a picnic and it was a gergeous day. He
spells gorgeous, g-ris. From /the sentence it
is perfectly clear that he is saying gorgeous.
He has spelled it marvelouSly well for grade
ohe,, if he hps not been taught that every syl-
lable requires a vowel. If this has been
taught, we wonld demand at least a grius,, and
possibly gorius, bat the vowel /r/ requires a
peculiar teaching all its oWn as a spelling pat-
tern. In writing .d.j_s_ the child has spelled all
the sounds-that he has been taught and he has
sequenced them properly. He is practicing
what he has been taught. We must ask the
question is the child practicing what he has
been taught? ,ff the answer is yes, then there
is nothing to correct now.

.

The way.a child spells reflects two things.
It reflects what he has been taught and
learned, and it reflects what he now or still
needs to learn. Fen- example, if this same
first grade child wrote. that they had a race at,
the picnic and w_n fats, " the teaCher would
tell the child he had made a mistake, and if
the child needed help in finding the spelling

7



mistake,.the teacher helps him, 'or _finally
just tells him, that fast was spelled incor-rrectly. The. child would correct fast as .-
imme ately. aspossible.

If a grade five child wrote,. there are
nine posishunspp4baseball team, ire is
either saying, "please teach me how to spell
/shun/?" or he needs to be reminded how
to spell /shuni./ Judicious nagging is needed
to develop good spelling habits. A child .

midst practice what, he has been taught, and
teachers must look at-misspellings and de-
cide what needs to be taught next.-

A ehild who writds hope, cape, came, -
and June without the final e needs some
teadhidg and directed practice with some
long vowel patterns. The child who spells
gris; haen, mtrski is ready for some work
with vowels: The_ehild who spells windes
cande,,and Tune needs to be taught about the
use of the letter _K to represent long /e/ at

end of Words. There is no particular
order to the teachings. The teacher chooses
an obvious error, teacheait to several chil-
dren who seem to need it, judiciously nags
them in their writing, and moves on to the
next spelling need when this one has been
fairly well learned. Threafter, she de-
mands correct spelling o that pattern.

Doozrs

There is a thifd category of rds. In
writing or in speaking there}is a sill core
of words that,are used over and over again.
A few are phonetically regular, such as and,
he, it, etc. , and they need no splecial at-
tention. Most of these frequently:used
words, however, are not spelled as they
sound. It is impossible to write without
such werds,as is, was, does, were, thew,
because, why, of, the, etc. A child will
use these words.' three or four hundred times
during-a school year if he writes evety day:
He can_not be allowed to practice misspelling
a word for two or three years just because
the spelling pattern has not yet been taught.
The third grader who has been allowed to,
write thav for more than two years will have,
learned the misspelling so automatically that
almost no afinount of nagging will unlearn it.
For this reason we begin a doozer list in
grade one as soon as indePendent writing

begins. We choose five doozers,.print them
in large print on cards and attach them to a
doozer chart or board. The chart_is in a
conspicuous placeAn-the classroom, and th
child refers _to the chart as often as necessary
in learning to spell the doozers. A mis-
spelled doozer is always corrected and as
mmediately as possible. We-find that

teachers and children can rernaember up to
five doozers at dale tithe. When nb one in the
class has misspelled a doozer for 2-3 weeks,
the doozer is replaced by another.doozer.

Conclusion

Spelling is a skill that-develops gradually
as a result of teaching and constant practice.
As with other skills we should been teaching
simply and allow-and demand that children

, practice as well as they know how. As chil-
dren show us that they are able to apply what .

has been taught, we teach more and more
sophisticated principles and patterns, de-
manding that children continue to practice
what they already kilow and have been taught,
until children have learned hifiw to spell.

The two current practices of most schools
the teaching of spelling Words, and the demand
tor perfect spelling (or the antithesis, never
correcting spelling) in written work both seem
to be detrimental to children in developing the
skill df



n introduction

- By Cl 2ra A. Pederson

The McCrackens, Marlene and Robert,
have been ihvolved in writing and conthicting
,in-service se.ssions for teXchers since 1970.
They are in great demand as workshop
leaders-and speakers at state, regional and
nationar'n-ieetings because of their many
practical, workable ideas which are based ou
their continued involvement with children in
classroom setting's_

Marlene is on the staff of the University
of North Dakota, serving as Permanent Re-
source Colleague at the-Washington (State)
Triad Follow Through Program; Robert is
on the staff of Western Washington, State
College, Bellingham, where he associated
with the reading and language 'arts program.

----)Last year he was on leave from WWSC
teaching at Simon Fraser University, Burna-
by, British Columbia.

A few of their many publications are as
- follows:

Readin is Onl the Tirerfs Tail, -- an
excellent resource book for teac s
filled with idea's for implementing a
language arts program from kinder-

'garten to grade six. This book is well
illustcated with the -work.of elementary
school children. (1972, $9.95)

-
Leswirig Press
750 Adrian Way
San Rafael, ,Califo'rnia
94903,.

hor aseries of
to-read childrens's.books; (1973)

swing Press

_asy-

Happiness is Reading -- a se e of books
for. (1969-74)

Leswing Press

Standard Readin Inventor and
Manual. Forms A and B d vidually
adminidtered reading test for mea.uring
reading achievement at pre-prime\ through
seventh reader levels:. (1963, 1966

Klamath Printimg Company
320 tLowell StrBet
Klamath Falls, Oregon
97601



Classroo
Bette L. Miller and A

- 4
Based`on their experie ces, of working

with parents, the authors have compiled a-
ten chapter book for teachers on how to in-

- volve 13arents and other volunteerS in the
classroom. They also share attitudes they
found t6 be.important, forms and letters

A tivit may be used and twenty-four-activities
ready to be clipped and given to the volun-
tee'', (1975)

o .You

Parents and

To 'order, send $6.00 plus 30 postage

Rand E. fleseareh Associates, Inc.
4843 Mission 8treet
San Francisco, California 94112

. orkiobg for Patients: Ac-
tivitv7c_entered Learning in the Home by Mary_ _

-Baratta-Lorton?

'- For this book the author selected (from
thepriginal classroom edition of Workiobs)
actiVities that -seemed most appropriate for
parents to make and use at home with their
child. The forty-three activities are well il-
lusirated_and include suggestions for getting
started, the materials needed end-questions
for follow-up discussion. (1975, $3.16)

This book may be ohtained from:
t

Addison-Wesley Publishing CciAmany
2725 Sand Hill Road_
Menlo Park, California 94025

. Arlene Silberman is reporting
monthly in the Instructor magazine oh gooc
teaching practices she has observea? The
first article in the October, 1976 issue des-
cribed Marie Hu es's approach to communi-
cating with paren s.

k
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